Abstract. Web sites of Slovenian political parties do not fully exploit the Internet's potential for interactive and deliberative communication on political issues with citizens, because they favour a competitive-elitist perception of democracy. As result, political party's web sites are mainly used for political mobilization, agitation in persuasion. Supporting this model of democracy via web pages enables political parties to strengthen their position of power and control in decision-making process, to legitimise a hegemonic position of representative democracy within political system, to impose the perception of citizens as consumers of political information and to provide democratic legitimization for capitalist mode of production. In order to strengthen citizen's e-participation on political issues, a conceptual shift in designing political party's web sites according to participatory and deliberative model of democracy is needed.
Introduction
There is a wide recognition among authors that Internet is playing an increasingly important role in party politics [Vreg, Franz, 2000] that the web sites of political parties do not fully exploit the potential of the Internet for participatory means. Although different authors provide different explanations for this phenomena (e.g., balance of power, lack of interest, lack of knowledge and resources, fear of mass participation, strive for control), a substantial amount of the existing analysis [Vreg, 2000; Nixon and Johansson, 1998 ] lacks theoretical background that would help to explain why political parties are not prone to use the Internet to stimulate interactive political communication with citizens on public issues.
My underlying assumption is that web sites of Slovenian political parties do not fully exploit the Internet's potential for interactive communication because they favour an elitist-competitive perception of democracy. This perception emphasizes central role of political parties and leaders and recognises elections of representatives as the most important operation of political system [Van Dijk, 1996:48] . Political parties are perceived as intermediates between state and citizens, as the main actor during elections, as important factor in the process of political socialization and as formal executive control over decision-making and formulation of public policy [Della Porta, 2003: 120-121] . Those functions are in line with a representative type of democracy, which according to Van Dijk (ibid.) does not favour wider and direct participation of electorate in decision-making process. Therefore, supporting an elitist-competitive model of democracy via Internet communication and web pages enables political parties to strengthen their position of power and control in democratic process, to legitimize hegemonic position of representative democracy within political systems and to impose the perception of citizens as consumers of political information. What is more, political parties are forced to reproduce this model of democracy in order to provide democratic legitimization for capitalist mode of production [Offe, 1988: 59-61] . As a result, there is little reason for political parties to promote participation and deliberative democracy [Perczynski, 2003] via Internet communication.
On the other hand, a substantial amount of academic analysis is concerned with the democratic deficit of the present form of democracy in Slovenia [Bernik, 2002; Makarovic, 2002; Vodopivec et al., 2002] . Most important causes for the decline of political participation by citizens in Slovenia are: consolidation of representative democracy, instrumental understanding of democracy and relatively satisfactory economic and social situation [Makarovic, 2002: 77-84] . On the other hand, problems with political party's arrogance, clientelism, and ambition to regulate public life (centralization and hierarchy) are resulting in lower quality of governance and stressing the need for more direct democracy [Rus, 2002: 25] . Combining with traditional rejection of their mobilization role by Slovenian citizens, political parties rate among the least trustful institutions in Slovenia. One way to deal with representative democratic deficit (i.e. strengthen legitimacy of political parties) in western political systems is by enriching public debate on political issues and by allowing citizens to directly participate in democratic decision-making using Internet technology (parties web sites) [Fishkin, 2000] . In that manner Nixon and Johansson (1998: 135) are using the term discursive democracy to describe discussion and interaction between individual citizens that may support more consensual forms of decision-making. It implies an engagement or involvement in politics that refutes the notion of a passive consumption of 'top down' delivered political views, in favour of »bottom up« discursive interaction in which citizens not only consume, but also play, a part in the creation of politics. Those ideas were implemented in various concepts of electronic, digital, cyber and teledemocracy [Grossman, 1995; Hagen, 1996; Tsagarousianou, 1998; Becker and Slaton, 2000; Hague and Loader; .
My basic intention in this paper is to provide limited empirical contribution to existing interpretation of political science web sites analyses in what I call an e-party dilemma -improving political party's web sites information delivery but not improving citizen's e-participation in decision making. Slovenian political party's web sites will be analysed in terms of various e-democracy techniques they provide in order to enable interactive in inclusive online communication with citizens on public issues. Frequency and type of different e-democracy techniques will examine my assumption whether Slovenian political party's web sites are designed according to elitist-competitive democracy or not. This will further lead to conclusion whether the one way communication flow of web sites contributes to reduction of the democratic deficit of representative democracy in Slovenia and how the web sites should be conceptually improved in order to enrich public debate on political issues by allowing them to directly participate in democratic decision-making. 
Competitive-Elitist Model of Democracy
In this model, the use of ICT instruments is focused on elections and information campaigns. Political elites directly address selected target groups of voters via one way mass and modern public information systems that relay differentiated political messages. The interested public, which is understood as a fragmented electoral body of political leaders and parties, must have access to the information, views, opinions and conduct of its elected leaders and representatives. Other ICT instruments intended for conversation and registration (debate forums, e-conferences) are used only if they are of benefit to the political leadership. The use of these instruments can be misleading, because it can make us believe that the model in question is direct democracy, which is not true.
Legal Model of Democracy
From the point of view of legal model, the role of ICT in a political system is limited to remedying the fundamental problem of the existing political system -information deficit. Information deficit is generated at three levels: information shortage of the political system caused by bureaucratic barriers, an insufficient flow of information between the government/administration and citizens and unsuitable information distribution resulting in difficult situation in the system of checks and balances. ICT is used to tackle an information deficit by means of a computer-supported information systems, information centres, public services and computer-supported enquiries by citizens. These aplications facilitate greater transparency in the functioning of the political system, which should tackle the problem of information complexity and shortage. The ICT instruments that are rejected or not trusted are ereferendums, e-debates among citizens and e-conferences.
Pluralist Model of Democracy
Two ICT features are relevant for this model of democracy: 1) a multiple political information chanells and debate systems that allow conversation within an organisation and between an organisation and citizens; 2) access to interactive communication networks that support the network concept of politics. Consequently, ICT systems are used within and among civil society organisations to establish databases, to voice opinion and take part in the debate. In addition mass and public information systems, registering systems and various computer-supported lists and reviews of organisations and institutions are generated. The preferred ICT instruments are e-mail, discussion lists, teleconferences and support systems for debates on both complex issues.
Plebiscitary Model of Democracy
This model favours establishment of direct democracy in a large and complex societies (teledemocracy). Decision-making in a political system was to be replaced with a constant registration of the will of individual citizens. Consequently, registration systems of elections and opinions (tele-elections, referendums and eassemblies) of citizens are favoured. To these are occasionally added conversation instruments, such as electronic town halls, teleconferences, etc. Even consultation instruments are not ignored, facilitating communication between citizens and mass and public information systems. Information delivery instruments and those that are controlled by institutional politics are mistrusted.
Participatory model of democracy
ICT instruments that can offer information and support for citizen activism are central. Computerised information campaigns and public information systems must be suitably structured and accessible all in order to open up the political system and make its functioning transparently. User-friendly new media and electronic discussion instruments are tools for opinion forming, learning and active participation. Notice-board lists in computer networks, teleconferences and electronic town halls are only welcome in the participatory model if participatory processes are not reserved for social and intellectual elites and if they are designed to suit discussion instruments.
eDemocracy Techniques
Alexandre H. 
Techniques for Increasing Transparency
Basically it refers to e-access, defined as the use of the Internet to improve electronic access to official documents and to political information that will enhance the transparency of the political process and the quality of opinion formation leading to a greater political involvement of citizens.
Techniques for increasing participation
They include applications of e-consultation, e-petition, e-polling and e-voting. Econsultation refers to the use of the Internet to disseminate to the wider public, experts and interest groups developments in a policy field and invite them to respond. E-petition uses the Internet to enable citizens to initiate a petition on a public issue, invite others to signal their support and finally submit their petition. Epolling refers to the use of the Internet for providing citizens (or a sample thereof) with a tool that allows them to express their opinions on a public issue and to measure public opinion. E-voting can be separated in two models. The first model simply replaces existing paper ballots with a machine that records votes locally then transfers those votes via the Internet to election headquarters. In the second model voters are offered the possibility of voting from any terminal or computer connected to the Internet to cast their vote. E-voting can be further distinguish between ereferendum, where citizens are offered to vote online on a specific public issue to be adopted and e-election which relates to the use of the Internet for casting a ballot that is transmitted to electoral officials via the Internet. In the case of e-elections within parties, e.g. for primaries or for electing party leaders, the vote is transmitted via the Internet to party officials.
Techniques for Promoting New Spaces of Deliberation
Are focusing on the development of an e-forum. This e-technique provides citizens with an online tool that allows them to exchange and share respective political opinions among themselves. The aspiration of e-democracy advocates is that eforums will enhance the process of citizen's opinion formation through their deliberative engagement.
Analytical Model
A distinctive connection between Van Dijk's models of political democracy and Trechsel's e-democracy techniques can be illustrated by table 1: This disposition will be used as an analytical model for analysing Slovenian political party's web sites. For example: if a certain Slovenian political party web site employs e-democracy techniques of e-access, e-poll and e-voting, it would mean, that the web site is conceptually designed according to competitive-elitist model of democracy. And opposite, if a web site employs techniques of e-petition, eforum and e-consultation, it would mean that the web site is based on participatory model of democracy. In case, party's web site employs combination of various edemocracy techniques, this would suggest that the web site is designed according to various models of democracy. 4 Empirical Analysis
Analysis of Slovenian Political Parties Web Sites
Empirical analysis consists of three stages. At the first stage I used web browsers to identify the 'Universe' of the web sites of registered Slovenian political parties. At the second stage instrumental analysis of electronic democracy techniques was conducted on identified political party's websites as suggested by analytical model. In final stage of empirical research, collected data were analysed in order to test research assumptions raised in this paper.
Identifying the Registered Slovenian Political Parties
According to the official list of registered political parties ii held by Ministry of Internal Affairs of Republic of Slovenia (MNZ RS) iii , 39 political parties were registered in Slovenia on 12.7.2004. Of which there are 8 parties that constitute present National assembly (parliament) and 31 parties that are non parliamentary.
By using combination of Slovenian search engines www.najdi.si, www.slowwwenia.com and www.matkurja.com/ we were able to identify 22 political parties' websites out of 39. 8 of them belong to parliamentary and 14 belong to registered political parties (see Appendix for more details). One registered political party website was not accessible. This means that 56 % of registered political parties in Slovenia have their own web site. As a result the 'universe' of registered Slovenian political party's web sites consists of 21 sites (Table no. 2). 
Frequency and Types of Electronic Democracy Techniques
Analysis of e-democracy techniques, as suggested by analytical model, was conducted on 21 web sites since one was no accessible. Tables, 2, 3 and 4 are presenting the performed analysis. Table 2 shows that all political parties with web sites provided kind of information on party activities, members, issues, events etc. Less than half of web sites provided e-poll iv application on current political issues and standings. One third of web sites also had e-forum v application, which enables users to express their positions, comments and standing on certain political issues.
Registered Slovenian political party's websites (22) Parliamentary (8) Nonparliamentary (14) Slovenian political party's web sites do not hold e-petition, e-consultation, eelection and e-referendum applications. Those e-democracy techniques are currently not available to Slovenian Internet users. Based on empirical frequency of e-democracy tolls provided by Slovenian political party's web sites, it is safe to claim that parties are not using all participatory possibilities provided by Internet technology. As noted, they focus mainly on policy information delivery, issues promotion, campaigning, presenting party leaders activities etc. As result, e-access tool is most common web sites application. On the other hand, interactive communication with publics and citizens is facing serious deficiency. Although web sites provide very simple e-polling and eforum applications to some degree, they use in traditional way. Consequently eforums do not enable deliberative, moderated and focused conversation on political issues that would create qualitative public opinion. Similar case is with e-polls, which provide no representative and deliberative public opinion on often trivial political issues (expressing party support, evaluating political decision made by political authorities etc).
As noticed, web sites are clearly missing participatory e-democracy techniques such as e-consultation and e-petition, which would enable party members, and voters to direct influence party politics, programmes, policy and law proposals. Same counts for plebiscitary e-democracy applications such as e-voting or e-referendum.
Comparing parliamentary and non parliamentary political parties e-democracy application frequency on their respective web sites it is clear that parliamentary actors are putting greater emphasis concerning information and communication performance and activities. Most of parliamentary parties have e-poll application in contrast to less than third of non-parliamentary. Half of parliamentary parties have eforum application in contrast to less than of non-parliamentary.
These results suggest that stronger, bigger and parties within parliament are more eager to provide interactive relationship with voters and citizens and to enable information delivery to public. 
Results
Although providing basic theoretical framework and limited empirical data collection, answering research assumptions raised in this paper seems rather difficult. The general research assumption whether web sites of Slovenian political parties are designed according to the elitist-competitive model of democracy, is supported by empirical findings. In general, web sites provided only three distinctive e-democracy techniques: e-access (information delivery), e-poll (public opinion measurement) and e-forum (creating and expressing political standings). According to theoretical framework and analytical model, those applications present central elements of competitive-elitist model of democracy. E-voting was the only one application, suitable to this model, which was not identified during web sites analysis. Second assumption, whether web sites more often employ one way political information and promotion flows than interactive e-democracy techniques is also confirmed by empirical findings. E-access and e-poll applications present, according by frequency, most common communication flow between Slovenian political parties web sites and Internet users. Those applications, supplemented by e-questionnaires and e-comments options represent typical one-way communication flow which dominates political party's web sphere. On the other hand, web sites also employ substantive amount of various interactive communication flows such as eforums and chat rooms. Although such applications do provide some degree of twoway communication between Internet users and political parties, but are limited to informal, non-biding and trivial conversation and opinion exchange among Internet users itself. As a result, interactivity on web sites does not support public participation in deliberative decision-making, but rather in sharing already established political standings among Internet users.
The last assumption whether Slovenian political parties web sites contribute to reduction of the democratic deficit of representative democracy in Slovenia, can is both supported and rejected. Firstly, it can be supported because important part of democratic deficit of representative democracy, especially its competitive-elitist and legalist perception as defined by Van Dijk (1996), consists of information deficit that causes transparency in efficiency problems of a current political system. All consulted web sites provided variety of information concerning policy and legislative process within parliament, parties activities and work, positions and standing to certain issues, political programmes etc. Since extensive information delivery enables voters and citizens to form and express public opinion, to receive insight in political arena and consequently control and evaluate their political representatives vi , it safe to say that web sites contribute to reduction of democratic deficit by enabling e-access technique. By enabling e-poll and e-forum applications, web sites also contribute to formulating and expressing public opinion on public issues which can help reducing democratic deficit in terms of citizen's political socialisation and education. As already mentioned, since political parties do not use those applications in deliberative and discursive way, further democratic effect is questionable. Secondly, the assumption that Slovenian political parties web sites contribute to reduction of the democratic deficit can be rejected, because they do not support any e-consultation or e-petition techniques. In theory, important part of representative democratic deficit consist of participation deficit [Becker and Slaton, 2000] which indicates lack of communication channels that enable citizens to directly influence political decisions such as legislation and policy documents (strategies, programmes, plans). At the level of political party's role in representative democracy this would mean that citizens take part in decision-making concerning party's legislation and policy proposals which are then decided in parliament. As already mentioned, no Slovenian political party's web site provided any e-democracy technique that would support deliberative electronic participation such as e-consultation and e-petition vii , which are according to Trechsel (2002: 47-49 ) designed for increasing public participation in certain policy filed by initiating or responding on policy and legislative proposals. Since party's web sites currently provide only simple and traditional techniques for gathering public opinion (e-polls, e-questionnaires, e-comments etc.), Slovenian citizens can not directly influence party politics thorough moderated and continual econsultations. As result web sites do not contribute to reduction of democratic deficit in terms of participatory democracy.
Conclusion
E-democracy techniques analysis on Slovenian political party's web sites shows, that in terms of reducing democratic deficit, promoting public participation and deliberative democracy development in Slovenia, there are still a lot of opportunities that remain unchallenged viii . Electronic communication flows between parties web sites and Slovenian citizens are designed according to competitive-elitist model of democracy as defined by Van Dijk, (1996: 48) , which favors one-way information delivery on political issues, political campaigns and expressing political standings. At the application end, this model clearly favors e-access, e-poll and e-forum techniques that dominate party's web sites. Political communication between citizens and Slovenian political parties is based on using the Internet for election and information campaigns, political mobilization and persuasion, promotion, debating and foremost as efficient tool of public relations. Most of the political party's information provided is one-way, top-down, party to voter rather than two-way interactive communication. By employing limited selection of e-democracy techniques on their web sites, Slovenian political parties fail to play a leading role in the diffusion of new technologies for participatory ends and providing direction for civic political action in order to implement idea of digital democracy. Since their web sites do not support e-consultation and e-petition tools, they also fail to involve Internet users in deliberative and interactive participation on policy and law proposals. Parties do not tend to rally widen participation extensively, nor do established electronic channels necessarily empower ordinary citizens since such channels rarely play a formal role in decisionmaking and for a large part are controlled by parties elites. They tend to use Internet for involving voters in ways that are largely beneficial to the parties' own promotion. As such citizens are reduced on passive consummation of political information, rather than creating own political standings and applying them in political decisions. At the end, party's web sites do not favor active citizen ideal. As labeled by Becker and Slaton (2000: 140): "They are, in our view, cyberpolitics -as-usual. And since politics-as-usual, in our view, is dis-empowering to say the least, emulating it on the Web does not change anything for the better. Actually, such web sites are akin to public relations-they aim to shore up, reinforce, and cyber legitimize a system that specializes in creation the »necessary illusions« so vital to the status quo."
Regarding those assumptions, further steps should be reconsidered when upgrading web sites in order to enrich public debate on political issues and to allow citizens to directly participate in democratic decision-making. Firstly, it is necessary to adopt conceptual shift in designing web sites. They should be designed according to models of democracy, which favor greater and wider public participation. At the structural level, conceptual shift should result in adopting participatory model of democracy according to Van Dijk's typology and model of associative democracy as suggested by Perczynski (2001) . Consequently, e-democracy tools deriving from participatory model, e-consultation and e-poll, should be applied on web sites. Secondly, from procedural level, interactive part of web sites communication (eforums and e-consultations) should be grounded in deliberative democracy as suggested by Fishkin (2000) , which provides standards for focused, moderated and creative decision-making on political issues. Adopting such conceptual changes in political party's web sites design would contribute to more transparent, informed, deliberative, democratic and legitimate decisions within representative democracy and helping to reduce participatory democratic deficit. But on the other hand it would also shift the balance of power within parties from higher levels to those at the button of decision-making. Thirdly, for this reason it is necessary to promote successful practices of e-democracy cases in Slovenia, which would consequently lead to much needed change in political culture. Only when recognizing advantages from participatory usage of Internet for democracy development and consequently recognizing their own benefits, political parties will start to redesign their web sites, which would lead to further diminishing of democratic deficit in Slovenia.
Current Slovenian political party's web sites present proper foundation for suggested conceptual upgrade. In order to result from upgrade, it is important that legal institutions and policy-making practices adopt e-participation as legitimate and legal part of decision-making procedure. This can not be achieved without changes in political culture and governing style, upon which representative democracy in Slovenia is currently based. As noted by Andrej A. Luksic (2003: 26) : "Using current efforts, Slovenia achieved informatization level of information society. But now process of its 'communicatization' awaits, as next level in development of information society. Supported by 'communicatization', the process of democratization of democracy can yet begin." i It is important to realise that these models are theoretical constructions. In fact they are ideal types. In the reality of political systems and views several of them can be combined, often in contradictory ways (Van Dijk, 1996: 46) ii Every political system of parliamentary democracy also has non-registered political parties (usually minor, non-influential, publicly unknown and locally based). Since official data on their number and names does not exist in Slovenia we excluded them from empirical research.
iii Ministry of Internal Affairs of Republic of Slovenia (MNZ RS):
http://www.mnz.si/si/urupnot.php?men=menu/M1324.inc&tekst=Seznam%20političnih%20strank&d at= upl/uru pnot/stranke.htm iv As noted during research, those e-poll applications are usually design in order to get already formed public opinion standing (similar to TV or news papers polls) and not to identify public opinion that derives from deliberative public debate or consultation. v As noted, those forums were not design in order to enable focused, moderated and deliberated public debate on certain political issue which would result in qualitive public oppinion formation. Contrary to discursive usage of this e-democracy tool, political parties e-forums mainly are understood as public place for expresing individual and plain political positions, attacking political opponents, advertising political ideologies and engaging in fruitless personal debates.
vi At this point we are not discussing friendlines of information delivery and quality of information itself.
